Data Collection and Improvement cycle Information
2017-2018
The levels we record at Lyncrest Primary School
Across the year groups in KS1 and KS2 we have levels of attainment as outlined in
the chart below that children are assessed against. The letters in these levels of
attainment refer to a stage of attainment in the areas taught within that year group:
E is emerging in the curriculum content of that year group; D is developing in the
content of that year group; S is secure in the content of that year group; M is
mastery of the content of that year group.
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Our aim is to have all children at the S/ Secure stage in their relevant year group.
We assess and record data for each child termly and as such, if progress is not
where it should be or children are falling behind in becoming secure in their year
groups standards, interventions are put into place to develop the correct level of
progress and attainment.
How we define progress at Lyncrest Primary School
Expected progress across an academic year would be based on a child coming from
an S/ secure in one year group to an S/ secure in a following year group.
For example; a year 4 child enters year 5 as a 4S and ends the academic
year in year 5 as a 5S. This equates to four ‘jumps’ across the levels of
attainment; this is expected progress.
4S – 4M – 5E – 5D – 5S
In some instances, some children will enter a year group as being not secure from
the previous year group. The aim will be to secure their understanding of the
previous year group and secure their understanding of a current year group also.
For example; a year 4 child enters year 5 as a 4D and ends the academic
year in year 5 as a 5S. This equates to five ‘jumps’ across the levels of
attainment;
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Our data and improvement cycle at Lyncrest Primary School: actions to improve
the teaching and learning of the curriculum at Lyncrest Primary School
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In this cycle, we aim to identify strengths and areas of development to continually
move the teaching and learning of the curriculum forward, and accordingly raise the
attainment of all children.

